FACILITATOR QUICK GUIDE

1 Contact

Communicating with your Track Lead (or leads if you have been accepted for two tracks) is your first step in getting started. Track Leads serve as your liaison to the program team, and is your partner in ensuring that your course runs as smoothly. It is imperative you remain in contact with them regarding any issues with your course.

Track Leads are:

Track 1: Ms. Dawn Benoit
dawn.benoit@louisiana.edu
Track 2: Dr. Elizabeth Hornsby
ehornsby@selu.edu
Track 3: Dr. Yonna Pasch
paschy@nsula.edu
Track 4: Dr. Taniecea Mallery
taniecea.mallery@louisiana.edu

2 Login

ULS training sessions for the summer series will be accessible at ulstraining.latech.edu.

It is recommended that you login at your earliest opportunity to verify Moodle access. Use the instructions to the right to determine how you should login.

It is extremely important that facilitators from institutions using Moodle login as soon as possible to ensure that their account is created. Once created, your Moodle shell can be assigned to you.

3 Build

Once you have access to your Moodle shell, you will be able to build your content. When building your course, take care to follow the instructional design and equity principles referenced in your proposal.

For information on activities and resources available in the ULS Moodle environment, please see the FAQ. If your session calls for access to special Moodle plugins, please mention this to your Track Lead as soon as possible so that we can work to accomodate your needs.

4 Publish

After construction is complete, reach out to your track lead and let them know that your session is ready. They will review, and provide feedback if needed.

When the session is ready, they will arrange for it to be published where participants will be able to enroll. Sessions should be ready to publish at least 48-hours ahead of your starting time.

5 Facilitate

With your session published and participants enrolled, all you will need to do is facilitate your course as scheduled. If you have issues or conflicts that arise, discuss them with your Track Lead as soon as possible.

6 Assess

Once the live course is complete, you will be responsible for determining which participants in your live session successfully completed the session and met instructional objectives. This information will be shared with the Track Lead to determine eligibility and award badges to participants.
Moodle FAQs

Q. How do participants enroll in my session?
A. Once courses are published, they will be publicly visible at ulstraining.latech.edu. Logged in users from University of Louisiana System institutions will click a button when viewing your course to enroll themselves. See the Participant Quick Guide for more information.

Q. Can I set a maximum number of participants for my class?
A. This is technically possible in Moodle by going to Course administration > Users > Enrolment methods, click the gear to the right of the “Self enrolment (Student)” method, and set the “Max enrolled users” field to a non-zero value (0 means unlimited users). However, setting this value should only be done in consultation with your Track Lead.

Q. Can I set a message that is automatically sent to my participants when they enroll?
A. This is possible in Moodle by going to Course administration > Users > Enrolment methods, click the gear to the right of the “Self enrolment (Student)” method, and type your message in the “Custom welcome message” field.

Q. Can my participants have sandbox shells in Moodle?
A. Yes. Sandbox shells can be created to allow your participants to experiment with Moodle features. Sandbox shells can be provisioned different ways (one shell per participant, one shell for groups, etc.), depending on your need. You should discuss the use of sandbox shells with your Track Lead. If appropriate, they will forward your request to technical support to have shells created for you.

Q. The module or add-on I need for my session is not available. Can I get it?
A. If you need a specific module or add-on for Moodle to facilitate your course, discuss this need with your Track Lead. They will refer your request to the Moodle administration team to determine if it can be accommodated. If your request can be accommodated we will attempt to install the requested add-on as soon as possible.

Q. I would like to use a different learning management system. Must I use Moodle?
A. No. You are not required to use Moodle to facilitate your course, and it is encouraged if you come from an institution that does not use Moodle. However, some information will need to be maintained in Moodle in order to provide access information to participants as well as activity records to support badging. Also, be advised that we do not have control over third-party sites, and so support agents may be unable to assist with technical problems. As a result, you should be prepared to fall back on the Moodle LMS in the event of technical issues.

Technical Assistance

The Moodle system used for Bridging the Divide is hosted and maintained by Louisiana Tech University. Technical problems with the ULS Moodle system should be referred to the Louisiana Tech Help Desk.

helpdesk@latech.edu
318.257.5300

Monday-Thursday: 7:30am – 5:00pm
Friday: 7:30am – 12:30pm